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ABSTRACT: Y-chromosome variation was analyzed in a
sample of 1127 males from the Western Mediterranean
area by surveying 16 biallelic and 4 multiallelic sites.
Some populations from Northeastern Europe and the
Middle East were also studied for comparison. All Ychromosome haplotypes were included in a parsimonious
genealogic tree consisting of 17 haplogroups, several of
which displayed distinct geographic specificities. One of
the haplogroups, HG9.2, has some features that are compatible with a spread into Europe from the Near East
during the Neolithic period. However, the current distribution of this haplogroup would suggest that the Neolithic gene pool had a major impact in the eastern and
central part of the Mediterranean basin, but very limited
consequences in Iberia and Northwestern Europe. Two
other haplogroups, HG25.2 and HG2.2, were found to
have much more restricted geographic distributions. The

first most likely originated in the Berbers within the last
few thousand years, and allows the detection of gene flow
to Iberia and Southern Europe. The latter haplogroup is
common only in Sardinia, which confirms the genetic
peculiarity and isolation of the Sardinians. Overall, this
study demonstrates that the dissection of Y-chromosome
variation into haplogroups with a more restricted geographic distribution can reveal important differences even
between populations that live at short distances, and
provides new clues to their past interactions. Human
Immunology 62, 871– 884 (2001). © American Society for
Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics, 2001. Published by Elsevier Science Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
Analyses of Y-chromosome sequence variation have provided major insights in the analysis of human origins,
evolution, and dispersals [1–7]. The nonrecombining
region (NRPY) of the Y chromosome is uniparentally

transmitted and escapes recombination. Thus, its variation arises only by the sequential accumulation of new
mutations along radiating paternal lineages. The sequence differentiation of human Y chromosomes has
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occurred during and after the process of colonization and
diffusion into the different geographic regions and continents, and its dissection is a useful tool for the investigation of range expansions, migrations and other forms
of gene flow in prehistoric and historic times. In other
words, the sequence variation of modern Y chromosomes
represents a unique record of the history of human males,
and of the relationships between past populations.
A number of recent studies carried out in numerous
populations have shown that most Y chromosomes can
be classified into monophyletic units (haplogroups),
which tend to be specific to each continent and major
ethnic group [7–9]. This study takes advantage of this
ethnic/geographic specificity to define better the origins
and relationships of the populations living in the Western Mediterranean basin.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
A sample of 1382 unrelated males from 36 regions of
Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East was studied.
Among these, 1127 were from the following locations
in the Western Mediterranean area: 171 from Spain
(three different locations), 73 from France, 141 from
Corsica (four locations), 155 from continental Italy (six
locations), 331 from Sardinia (ten locations corresponding to the linguistic domains reported by Cappello et
al. [10]), 131 from Sicily (three locations), and 125
from Morocco (two population groups). Among the
Spanish populations, a small sample of 19 subjects
from an isolated population living in a restricted area
(Pas valleys) of the community of Cantabria is of particular interest. The origin of this population is not
clearly defined [11], although some historical information traces the peopling of the region back to the 11th
century as a result of a repopulating from different
sources, including Moorish slaves [12]. In addition, the
following samples were analyzed for comparison: 171
from Northeastern Europe (35 from Denmark, 36 from
Poland, 74 Estonian, and 26 Russians from Estonia),
and 84 from the Middle East (27 Bedouin, 28 Druze,
and 29 Palestinians from Israel) (Table 1). Among the
1382 Y chromosomes, 711 (see legend of Table 1) had
their haplotypes partially typed by Malaspina et al.
[13], and were further studied here by using 13 additional markers (SRY4064, PN2, DYS271, M9, M13,
PN3, p12f2, M12, SRY⫺2627, LLY22g, M20, TAT,
and XY275Y).
Typing
Y chromosomes were typed using 15 biallelic and four
microsatellite polymorphisms of NRPY, and one biallelic polymorphism just distal to the Yp/Xp pseudoau-
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tosomal boundary (XY275Y). All 1382 individuals were
tested for four dinucleotide repeat markers (YCAIIa,
YCAIIb [14], DYS413a, and DYS413b [14, 15]), and
for the indel binary polymorphism YAP [16]. For the
remaining 15 markers, the following hierarchical typing
scheme was used:
1. SRY4064 [17, 18], PN2 [1, 3], and DYS271 [19]
were tested in all YAP(⫹) and some YAP(⫺);
2. SRY10831 [17, 18] and M9 [8] were tested in all
YAP(⫺) and some YAP(⫹);
3. M13 [8] was tested in all samples that carried the
ancestral allele at both SRY10831 and M9, and a few
of the other samples;
4. PN3 [1, 3] was tested in all YAP(⫺)/SRY10831(A)/
M9(C) and many of the others;
5. p12f2 polymorphism [7] was analyzed in all
YAP(⫺)/SRY10831(G)/M9(C);
6. M12 [8] was tested in the samples that were
p12f2(8kb) and some of the p12f2(10kb);
7. DYS257 [4] was tested in all M9(G) and some
M9(C);
8. SRY⫺2627 [20] was tested in all DYS257(A) and
some DYS257(G);
9. LLY22g (E. Righetti and C. Tyler-Smith, unpublished data) and M20 [8] were tested in all M9(G)/
DYS257(G), and some DYS257(A);
10. TAT [21] was typed in all LLY22g(A);
11. XY275Y [22, 23] was tested in all YAP(⫹) and
many of the others.
Statistical Analysis
Indices of Y chromosome diversity (Ĥ) were obtained by
using the Arlequin package, version 1.1 (University of
Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland [24]). Y-chromosome diversity and its sampling variance were calculated as:
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where pi is the relative frequency of the i-th microsatellite haplotype and k is the number of haplotypes.
Arlequin was also used to calculate ST values [25].
Molecular distances among biallelic haplogroups were
computed by counting the number of mutations that
separate two haplogroups on a most-parsimonious tree.
Whether ST was significantly different from zero was
assessed by examining the distribution of ST under
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TABLE 1 Frequencies (%) of Y-chromosome haplogroups in the 36 regions examined
Haplogroup
Population
Spanish
Southern Spaniarda
Asturias
Pasiego
Frenchb
Corsican
Balagna
Cortec
Ajaccioc
Bonifacio
Italian
Ligurian
Lombard
Venetian
Latiumd
Campania
Calabrian
Sardinian
Sassaresee
Gallurese
Logudoro South
Bittie
Nuoro areae
Orosei and
Siniscolae
Fonni and Barbagia
of Ollolaie
Monte Ferru
Trexenta
Campidano of
Cagliari
Sicilian
Trapanif
Sciacca
Troinag
Moroccan
Araba
Berber
Danisha
Northeastern
European
Polisha
Estoniana
Russian
Middle Eastern
Bedouin
Druze
Palestinian
a

Code

N

1

2.1

2.2

3

7.1 7.2

9.1

9.2 9.3

16

21 25.1 25.2 22 26.1 26.2

15
16
17
18
19
20

171
62
90
19
73
141
24
62
28
27
155
17
18
20
66
15
19
331
43
46
21
37
26
36

21

36

25.0 25.0 36.1

–

–

–

–

8.3

2.8

22
23
24

18
47
21

16.7 11.1 55.6
10.6 25.5 36.2
14.3 14.3 52.4

–
2.1
4.8

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
2.1
9.5

–
–
6.4 6.4
4.8 –

–
–
–

34.9 7.0
30.2 16.3
13.3 15.6

–
–
–

4.7
2.3
4.4

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

2.3 23.3 –
2.3 18.6 2.3
4.4 28.9 4.4

–
–
–

1.8 3.6
–
4.3
57.1 22.9

–
–
–

–
–
– 2.9
5.7 –

19.4 27.8
1.4 20.3
–
7.7

–
–
–

41.7
36.5
26.9

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
7.4
28.6 10.7
– 62.1

–
–
–

11.1
3.6
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

131
43
43
45
125
56
69
35
136
36
74
26
84
27
28
29

58.1 12.9
58.9 4.4
31.6 5.3
54.8 19.2

1.6 1.6
6.7 4.4
– 21.1
2.7 2.7

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

3.2
3.3
–
2.7

– 4.8
5.6 1.1
–
–
2.7 1.4

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

4.8 1.6 8.1
11.1 2.2 1.1
– 42.1 –
4.1 4.1 4.1

45.8 4.2
66.1 12.9
42.9 32.1
18.5 40.7

–
1.6
3.6
–

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

– 37.5 –
1.6 – 3.2
–
7.1 7.1
3.7 18.5 3.7

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

–
6.5
3.6
14.8

–
–
–
–

41.2
61.1
30.0
33.3
20.0
21.1

35.3
11.1
30.0
24.2
26.7
26.3

–
–
–
–
– 10.0
1.5 3.0
–
–
5.3 10.5

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

11.8
–
–
9.1
6.7
–

5.9 –
11.1 –
5.0 –
12.1 4.5
40.0 6.7
10.5 5.3

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

5.9
5.6
25.0
9.1
–
21.1

20.9
37.0
14.3
8.1
26.9
22.2

11.6
19.6
28.6
10.8
23.1
8.3

–
2.2
–
–
3.8
2.8

–
–
–
–
–
–

2.3
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

2.3 14.0 2.3
2.2 8.7 2.2
4.8 14.3 –
16.2 –
–
–
3.8 –
8.3 5.6 –

–
–
–
–
–
–

27.9
17.4
33.3
27.0
42.3
50.0

–
–
–
–

–
–
–

Sample corresponding to that previously reported [13].
26 of the 73 subjects were previously reported [13].
c
A subset of the mixed sample of 90 Corsican previously reported [13].
d
A subset of the 76 subjects from Latium previously reported [13].
e
A subset of the mixed sample of 189 Northern Sardinian previously reported [13].
f
A subset of the 65 Wastern Sicilian previously reported [13].
g
A subset of the North-Eastern Sicilian previously reported [13].
b
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1.8 23.2
4.3 5.8
–
–
–
–
–

–
1.4
–

–
–
8.6

–

–
–
–

–

–

2.8

5.6 11.1
2.1 4.3
–
–
–
–
–

14.0
16.3
28.9

1.6
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

12.5
8.1
3.6
–

–
–
–
–

–
5.6
–
1.5
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
5.6
–
1.5
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
2.8

4.7
2.2
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

–

–

–

–

–
2.1
–

–
–
–

–
2.1
–

–
–
–

7.0
9.3
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
1.4
–

– 7.0
2.3 –
–
–

–
– 41.1 28.6
– 1.4 10.1 71.0
2.9 –
2.9 –

5.6 –
2.8
1.4 – 32.4
3.8 3.8 50.0

– 66.7 –
–
–
3.6 14.3 –
10.3 3.4 3.4 3.4

2.3 11.6
–
8.7
–
4.8
8.1 29.7
–
–
–
–

1.6
1.1
–
1.4

–
–
–

–
–
–

2.8
5.4
–

–
–
–

–
–
7.7

3.7 11.1
– 14.3
– 13.8

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
– 25.0
3.4 –
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10,000 permutations of individuals between populations.
Correspondence analysis was performed with the program Correspondence, version 1.0, included in the SPSS,
version 8.0, package (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). This
method allows the examination of the relationships between two nominal variables in a multidimensional space
and is the method of choice for crosstabulations where
the cells contain frequency counts. This study used the
matrix of the biallelic haplogroup counts with row principal normalization, because we were primarily interested in the differences and similarities among row categories (populations).
For each biallelic haplogroup, networks of “adjacent”
(one repeat difference over the four loci) microsatellite
haplotypes were constructed. Microsatellite haplotypes
with the same combined repeat length were placed at the
same horizontal level and the network was constructed
by sequentially adding haplotypes differing by a single
repeat unit [26, 27].
The genealogic depth of haplogroups was estimated
under a stepwise microsatellite mutation model by
using the average squared distance (ASD), a measure
linearly related to coalescence time [28, 29]. This was
obtained by calculating the squared difference in
length (in CA units) for the alleles of each microsatellite between each individual’s value and the value
found in the ancestral haplotype, which was assumed to
be the haplotype carrying the most frequent allele at
each microsatellite. The average values for chromosomes belonging to the same haplogroup were then
averaged over the four microsatellites and divided by
the mutation rate. Values of 5.6 ⫻ 10⫺4 [30], and 25
were used for the mutation rate per microsatellite per
generation and number of years per generation, respectively. As to HG2.2 (Figure 1), ASD was estimated by
only using YCAIIa, DYS413a, and DYS413b. In order
to calculate confidence intervals on ASD, the method of
Thomas et al. [31] was followed. In brief, it was assumed that the paternal genealogy of the haplogroup in
question was perfectly starlike, with a time depth as
estimated from ASD. Mutations on this genealogy were
then simulated using a Poisson process with rate equal
to branch length multiplied by mutation rate, and
choosing whether each mutation increased or decreased
allele length by one step (each with probability 0.5).
ASD was then evaluated for the simulated data, and the
whole process repeated 1000 times. From the simulated
values of ASD, an interval that covered the central 95%
of values was quoted. It should be noted that uncertainties in the mutation rate, in the shape of the
genealogy, and in the mutation process would increase
the confidence intervals.
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FIGURE 1 Maximum parsimony unrooted tree of Y-chromosomal HGs. Numbers within circles and squares are assigned HG names, and arrows between them represent the
defining mutations. The 17 HGs observed in this study and
encompassing our 1382 Y chromosomes are indicated by circles, the three HGs not found in this study are indicated by
squares. Overall, the HG nomenclature follows that reported
by Rosser et al. [7] and Bouzekri et al. [32] with some
additional subtyping.

RESULTS
Defining Haplogroups
The 15 NRPY-specific biallelic polymorphisms were
found to define major haplogroups (HGs) whose phylogenetic relationships had either been previously described [4, 7, 8, 32] or were refined in this study by
using the hierarchical typing scheme (HGs 7.2, 7.3, 9.3,
and 26.2 in Figure 1). For each haplogroup, a network of
adjacent microsatellite haplotypes was constructed and
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FIGURE 2 Network of adjacent
microsatellite haplotypes within
the haplogroup YAP(⫺)/p12f2(8kb)
(HG9 in Rosser et al. [7]). All possible adjacent relationships are indicated by unbroken connecting lines,
while dashed lines denote a two-repeat difference. Each circle area is
proportional to the absolute frequency of the sampled haplotype. CA
numbers are indicated in the order
YCAIIa,
YCAIIb,
DYS413a,
DYS413b. Allele size (number of CA
repeats) is reported for selected haplotypes.

those of the haplogroups YAP(⫺)/p12f2(8kb) (HG9 in
Rosser et al. [7]) and SRY10831(G)/YAP(⫺)/
p12f2(10kb)/M9(C) (HG2 in Rosser et al. [7]) are illus-

trated in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Consistent with
previous results [13, 27], a jump of more than two
repeats at both DYS413a and DYS413b subdivides the
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FIGURE 3 Network of adjacent microsatellite haplotypes
within the haplogroup SRY10831(G)/YAP(⫺)/p12f2(10kb)/
M9(C) (HG2 in Rosser et al. [7]). Three haplotypes (not
shown) could not be placed within either of the two subnetworks (for additional information see the legend of Figure 2).

R. Scozzari et al.

YAP(⫺)/p12f2(8kb) haplogroup into two distinct subnetworks, one of which (HG9.2 in Figure 1, and lower
part of Figure 2) is characterized by short-length alleles
(18 repeats or less at both loci). These alleles were not

Y-Chromosome Variation in Western Europe

FIGURE 4 Maps showing the 36 sampled locations (panel
A) and the frequency distribution of HGs 25.1 and 25.2 (grey
and black sectors, respectively) (panel B). Code numbers for
each sampled population are given in Table 1. The area of each
sector is proportional to the frequency of the corresponding
haplogroup.

seen in other haplogroups and were always associated
with the ancestral G allele at the M12 site. This
indicates that most likely a single deletion event involving multiple microsatellite units occurred on a
p12f2(8kb)/M12(G) background and gave rise to
HG9.2. Moreover, it suggests that indel events of
multiple repeat units are rare enough to allow the
dissection of haplogroups into phylogenetically meaningful subhaplogroups. This hypothesis was confirmed
by the analysis of HG2. The lower part of Figure 3
depicts a subset of HG2 characterized by the allele with
11 repeats at YCAIIb, an allele already known to be at
high frequency in Sardinia [13, 27, 33, 34]. In this
study, 130 such alleles were observed and none of them
was found in other haplogroups, indicating, also in this
case, that most likely a single deletion event on a HG2
background gave rise to all members of HG2.2 (Figure
1).
Most of the Y chromosomes were also typed for the
XY275Y T/G polymorphism [22, 23] that is located in
the short-arm pseudoautosomal region, 275 bp distal
from the boundary, and is shared by the X and Y
chromosomes. Strong linkage disequilibrium between
XY275 and the boundary has previously been observed
[22, 23, 35], with the T allele occurring on both the X
and Y chromosomes at varying frequencies, and the G
allele occurring almost exclusively on the X chromosome. Because the association is not absolute, it is
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feasible that some chromosomes are generated by crossover between the X and the Y, as previously suggested
[35]. In the present study, all XY275Y(G) chromosomes (a total of 83) appeared to be members of the
haplogroup YAP(⫹)/PN2(T)/DYS271(A). This haplogroup includes only 16% of the 1382 sampled Y
chromosomes, and only 25% of the 902 analyzed for
DXY275Y (663 YAP[⫺] and all YAP[⫹]). These
observations appear to indicate that, despite the possibility of recurrence, crossover events are rare, and the
chromosomes with XY275Y(G) found in this survey
are a monophyletic group (HG25.2 in Figure 1), which
originated on a YAP(⫹)/PN2(T)/DYS271(A) background. If this is true, we would have expected the
YAP(⫹)/PN2(T)/DYS271(A) chromosomes on the
whole to have a higher microsatellite diversity than the
XY275Y(G) chromosomes. Indeed, diversity values
measured in terms of Ĥ (see the methods and materials
section) were 0.846 ⫾ 0.019 and 0.161 ⫾ 0.055,
respectively, supporting the hypothesis.
By using both biallelic and microsatellite information
all individuals were assigned to 17 haplogroups, some of
which are new (Figure 1). Regarding the nomenclature,
this study followed that of Rosser et al. [7] and Bouzekri
et al. [32] with some subtyping for the new haplogroups.
HG9 is now subdivided into 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3 by the
DYS413a,b and M12 mutations; HG2 is subdivided into
HGs 2.1 and 2.2 by the YCAIIb variation; and HG25 is
split into 25.1 and 25.2 by the XY275Y mutation.
Finally, the analysis of M13 and PN3 (R. Scozzari,
unpublished data) resulted in the HGs 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3,
and that of M20 in the HGs 26.1 and 26.2 (the latter
also termed HG28; C. Tyler-Smith, personal communication) (Figure 1).
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FIGURE 5 Maps showing the frequency distributions of
HG9 (haplogroups 9.1 ⫹ 9.2 ⫹ 9.3) (panel A) and HG9.2
(panel B). Panel A also includes the p12f2 data from Semino et
al. [36] and Hammer et al. [37], and the HG9 data from
Rosser et al. [7] and Quintana-Murci et al. [38]. Panel B
includes additional data from Malaspina et al. [13].

Geographical Distribution of Haplogroups
Haplogroup frequencies in the populations analyzed
(Figure 4A) are illustrated in Table 1. The haplogroup
most commonly observed in this study was HG1, which
is known to be the most common in Western Europe [7],
and has been recently found at appreciable frequencies
also in some populations from sub-Saharan Africa [18].
We observed frequencies of HG1 higher than 50% in
populations from Southern Spain, Asturias, France, and
Denmark. In contrast, this haplogroup was rare in populations from Northeastern Europe, where HGs 3 and 16
reached the highest frequencies. The second most frequent
haplogroup was HG2.1, found in all populations at varying frequencies, with no specific geographic distribution.
Haplogroup 25.1 was found at its highest frequency
(41%) in the Arabs from Morocco, but it was also very
common in the Sicilians, the Sardinians from Bitti, and
in some groups from continental Italy. The Berbers from
Morocco could be clearly differentiated from the Arabs of
the same region by the frequency of HG25.2 (71% and
29%, respectively), a haplogroup distinguished from its
ancestor (HG25.1) by the G allele at XY275Y. Interestingly, HG25.2 in Europe was found only in western populations, with a particularly high incidence (42%) in the
Pasiego from the Pas valleys (Figure 4B).
Haplogroup 9 (which includes HGs 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3)
encompassed more than 65% of the Bedouins from Israel, and revealed declining frequency westwards, a dis-
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tribution consistent with previous observations [7, 36].
The frequencies of HG9 observed in the present study are
illustrated in Figure 5A, together with those previously
reported in other populations [7, 36 –38]. The dissection
of HG9 revealed that its derivative HG9.2 had frequencies higher than 10% in some populations of the West
Mediterranean islands and Italy, but it reached its highest values in Sicily and Southern Italy (Table 1). This
finding agrees well with previous results [13] and confirms that HG9.2 is a good indicator of the genetic links
between Southern Italians/Sicilians and East Mediterranean populations (Figure 5B).
As previously reported [13, 27, 33, 34], haplogroup
2.2 is essentially confined to Sardinia, where it was found
at high frequencies (17%–56%) in all population samples (Table 1). Very few instances of this haplogroup
were observed in the surrounding regions, including
nearby Corsica. Consistent with previous analyses, HG22
was observed in Spain and surrounding regions. However, the postulated recent Iberian origin of this haplogroup [39] appears to be in contrast with its finding in
our Russian sample (8%). Finally, the sub-Saharan-specific haplogroups 7.1, 7.2, 21, and 8 [4, 18] were very
uncommon and found only in six Berbers, one Arab, one
Bedouin, three Palestinians, and seven Sardinians, which
indicates that male-mediated gene flow across the Sahara
has been very low both in historic and prehistoric times.
Correspondence Analysis
Figure 6 displays two correspondence analysis maps of
Y-chromosome variation. Figure 6A includes all populations and illustrates that the first dimension (21.4% of
the inertia) separates the populations of Northeastern
Europe from the remaining populations because of the
high frequencies of HG3 and 16 in the former. The
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FIGURE 6 Plots of the correspondence analysis scores. (A)
Plot of all populations examined. (B) Plot of Western Mediterranean populations. First dimension: X-axis; second dimension: Y-axis. Code numbers for populations are given in Table
1. Haplogroups are indicated by a dot. For the haplogroup
nomenclature see text and legend for Figure 1.
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second dimension (20.9% of the inertia) separates the
two Moroccan groups from the rest because of their high
frequency of HG25.2. The high frequency of this haplogroup also separates the Pasiego from the other Spanish, putting them close to the Moroccans.
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To better define the relationships among Western
Mediterranean populations, a second correspondence
analysis was performed by excluding all populations not
belonging to that geographic area (Figure 6B). The first
dimension (36.1% of the inertia) again separates Moroccan and Pasiego from the other populations, whereas the
second dimension (21.9% of the inertia) distinguishes
the Sardinian populations from the rest. The Sardinian
sample from Gallura occupies an intermediate position.
Regarding the Corsican populations, their genetic heterogeneity (ST ⫽ 0.138; p ⬍ 10⫺4) is clearly identified
by the third dimension (data not shown), thus supporting previous analyses with classical genetic markers [40].
The high level of heterogeneity among the Corsican
populations contrasts with the relatively low genetic
diversity observed in the other two major islands of the
West Mediterranean basin (ST ⫽ 0.045; p ⬍ 10⫺4 for
Sardinia, and ST ⫽ 0.036; p ⫽ 0.02 for Sicily).
DISCUSSION
The NRPY is characterized by a wealth of different
polymorphic systems with different mutational mechanisms and rates. Biallelic markers with relatively low
mutation rates allow the subdivision of a set of chromosomes into stable monophyletic clusters, or haplogroups.
Multiallelic markers with higher mutation rates, such as
microsatellites, can be used to define haplotypes within
haplogroups, leading to a better-characterized diversity.
In an initial attempt to use Y-chromosome variation to
investigate the origin of European Y chromosomes, networks of microsatellites differing by one repeat were
constructed for haplogroups defined by only two stable
markers [13, 27]. That analysis provided new information about the mutational process of microsatellites, and
suggested that the occurrence of rare multistep changes
in the repeat number could be used to define more
geographically coherent lineages within widely distributed haplogroups. In the current study, validation of the
utility of microsatellites for that purpose has been made
by linking their variation to haplogroups defined by a
much larger number of biallelic markers. By using this
approach this study demonstrates that two new Y-chromosomal haplogroups, termed HG9.2 and HG2.2, can
be identified. These haplogroups are both defined by an
abrupt change in the microsatellite repeat number. In
contrast, a third haplogroup, HG25.2, was identified by
using a marker from the pseudoautosomal region, lying
very close to the boundary with the NRPY. Thus, in our
sample of 1382 Y chromosomes we were able to detect a
total of 17 haplogroups.
The geographic distribution of these haplogroups confirmed some previous observations, but also provided
new data on the genetic relationships among Mediterra-
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nean populations. As in previous analyses [7, 36], our
data showed an east-to-west distribution for HG9. It has
been suggested that this pattern was generated by the
expansions in Europe of farmers from the Near East
during the Neolithic period [36]. Figure 5A illustrates
that the spread of HG9 seems to have mainly affected the
Eastern and Central Mediterranean coasts rather than
Western, Central, and Northern Europe, a result that fits
the distribution of Y-chromosome haplotypes defined by
a different set of markers [41]. To refine the analysis of
HG9, a network of the microsatellite haplotypes in our
HG9 sample was constructed (Figure 2). This network is
manifestly not starlike and can be differentiated into
sublineages. This topology might reflect founder events
and different expansion episodes not necessarily associated with the demic diffusion of agriculture. One well
differentiated sublineage is HG9.2, identified by the
(聿18 repeats) allele at DYS413. This haplogroup reveals
a decreasing-frequency cline in the same direction as that
of HG9 (Figure 5B), but is more regionally localized.
Indeed, our data suggest that if HG9.2 was involved in
the expansion of Neolithic farmers, a very low proportion
of their genes arrived in the westernmost part of the
Mediterranean area. We estimated the time to the most
recent common ancestor of HG9.2 chromosomes at
⬃14,000 YBP (95% confidence interval [CI]: 11,200 –
17,100 YBP). Because the CI of this estimate was derived under several assumptions, which might not be
completely fulfilled, its width could be underestimated.
Nevertheless, this range is congruent with previous estimates [13], and with the possibility that HG9.2 may
have spread along the northern coast of the Mediterranean as far as Italy, possibly in association with the first
Neolithic expansion, or as a result of a more recent
westward pulse. A similar distribution has been observed
for the fourth PC component in the analysis of classical
genetic markers, and was associated with the Greek
colonization process in the first millennium BC [42].
However, given the uncertainty in the demographic impact of the latter process [43], other explanations may
need to be sought.
We also observed HG2.2, which is rare or absent in
most of the populations examined, but it is extremely
common in Sardinia. Within this island, HG2.2 is
present at high frequencies in all locations, with a focus
in a central region that archaeology has characterized as
the “archaic” area because it harbors the earliest settlements [10]. Because of its frequency distribution across
Europe, HG2.2 may be equivalent to the haplotype Eu8,
whose origin was traced back to a population already
present in Southwestern Europe during the Paleolithic
period, presumably in one of the refugia occupied by
humans during the last glaciation [41]. Although the
finding of some HG2.2 chromosomes in some areas of
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Spain, Italy, and France (Table 1) agrees with such a
scenario, the coalescence age of HG2.2 (⬃5700 YBP,
CI ⫽ 3900 –7600 YBP), would rather favor a more
recent origin in Sardinia. The correspondence analysis
(Figure 6B) further confirms that Sardinia is clearly
differentiated from all surrounding regions [42], including Corsica, and suggests almost no male-mediated gene
flow from Sardinia to Corsica and continental Italy in
historic and prehistoric times. As displayed in Figure 6B,
the Gallurese sample, geographically located at the
northern tip of Sardinia, occupies an intermediate position between the two islands, most likely a reflection of
the geography and/or the language spoken by its inhabitants ([10] and citations therein). A similar result was
obtained by mtDNA analysis and interpreted as being
due to a recent peopling event from continental Italy
involving both Corsica and Gallura [44].
The newly defined HG25.2 originated on a HG25.1
background. In Africa, HG25.2 is observed in 29% of
Arabs and 71% of Berbers from Morocco, but is not
found in those Ethiopian populations in which a high
frequency of the ancestral HG25.1 is observed (R. Scozzari and associates, unpublished results [18]). Outside
Northern Africa, HG25.2 was seen at generally low
frequencies in Spain, France, and Italy, although no
traces could be detected in the Near East. However, a
particularly high frequency of this haplogroup (42%) was
found in the Pasiego of the Pas valleys. In the correspondence analysis (Figure 6), the Pasiego do not cluster with
the other Spanish populations, but rather with the Arabs
and Berbers from Morocco, supporting historic and demographic records that would trace back the origin of
this population to a heterogeneous resettlement, including also Moslem slaves [12]. The microsatellite diversity
associated with HG25.2 provided coalescence age estimates of ⬃1400 YBP (CI ⫽ 540 –2200 YBP). Although
it is not possible at present to determine where HG25.2
originated, the simplest interpretation of our data is that
HG25.2 diverged from the ancestor HG25.1 somewhere
in North Africa a few thousand years ago. A founder
effect led first to its expansion among the Berber populations, followed, in historical time, by its spread into the
Iberian peninsula. Interestingly, the distribution of
YAP(⫹)/DYS271(A) chromosomes was recently demonstrated to be strongly clinal in Portugal, with the highest
frequencies in the south, and interpreted as a reflection of
the Moorish invasions from North Africa in the Middle
Ages [45]. A dissection of the Portuguese YAP(⫹)/
DYS271(A) chromosomes by PN2 and XY275Y would
determine whether they indeed belong to HG25.2, as
could be inferred from an early report, which unfortunately did not provide haplotype information [46].
In conclusion, this study illustrates that the dissection of Y-chromosome variation into haplogroups with
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a more restricted geographic distribution allows the
detection of important differences even between populations living short distances from each other, and can
provide new clues to the processes by which the different areas of the Mediterranean basin were peopled.
At the macrogeographic level, this study demonstrates
that HG9.2 has a frequency pattern and an estimated
coalescence age that are both compatible with a spread
into Europe from the Near East during the Neolithic.
However, if this scenario is correct, the data also indicate that the Neolithic wave had a major genetic impact in the eastern and central part of the Mediterranean basin, but only negligible consequences in Iberia
and Northwestern Europe. This is in agreement with
autosomal [47], mtDNA [48, 49], and other Y-chromosome data [7, 41]. At the microgeographic level two
haplogroups, HG25.2 and HG2.2, appear to be very
informative. Haplogroup 25.2 is very common only in
Northern Africa, and most likely originated in the
Berbers of Northwestern Africa within the last few
thousand years. Its recent origin and high frequency in
North Africa make it an excellent marker to detect
recent gene flow to Iberia and Southern Europe. Similarly, HG2.2 is common only in Sardinia and could
have arrived 9000 years ago ([10] and citations therein)
from Western Europe at the time of the first human
settlement of the island. Alternatively, it could have
originated in situ after the peopling of the island. In any
case, its rarity outside the island confirms the genetic
peculiarity and the isolation of the Sardinians in the
framework of European variation [42, 50, 51].
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